Q1. Write the names of the pictures below in Arabic:

- [Image of a stop sign]
- [Image of the Earth]
- [Image of a crowd]
- [Image of a magnifying glass]
- [Image of sun]
- [Image of text]
- [Image of crown]
- [Image of ampersand]
- [Image of lips]

Q2. Give the five names of Allah from Surah Al-Fatiha:

- [Image of text]
- [Image of text]
- [Image of text]
- [Image of text]
- [Image of text]

Q3. Write the Basmalah in Arabic:

- [Image of text]

Q4. Join these letters to make a word:

1. م + ص + ر = 
2. ع + م + ا + ن = 
3. د + م + ش + ق = 
4. م + س + ق + ط = 
5. ل + ب + ن + ا + ن = 
6. ب + ي + ر + و + ت = 
7. ب + غ + د + ا + د = 

Q5. Write the sun letters:

- [Image of text]